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Program Highlights
Brookings InstituteNova University
Public Policy
Seminar
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Wed., May 27

"Refresher on Federal Decision
Matrix," Fordyce W. Luikart, Consultant, Advanced Study Program,
Brookings.
"The Role of the U.S. Supreme
Court" , Mark Cannon, Administrative Asst. to the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court.
"Congressional Oversight", William
Miller, Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, U.S. Senate.
"Issues and Perspectives as Viewed
by the Congressional Black Caucus" ,
Parrin J. Mitchell, (D) Md., U.S. Rep.
"Foreign Affairs: Immigration
Policy and Issues", Dan Mica, (D) Fl.,
U.S. Rep.
"Economic Perspectives" , Sidney
Jones, Resident Scholar, American
Enterprise Institute for Public Policy
Research.
Thurs., May 28
"Intergovernmental Perspectives",
David Walker, Asst. Dir., Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations.
" Perspectives on Federal Economic
Policy and Processes", Charles L.
Schultze, Senior Fellow, Economic
Studies Program, Brookings.
C.I.A. Meetings with Evan Hineman,
Deputy Dir., National Foreign
Assessment, John P. Sontag, Center
for China Policy Support, Barry
Stevenson, Chief, USSR East
Europe Division, Admiral Bobby R.
Inman, Deputy Director of the C.I.A.
"Perspectives on the Politics of the
1980's", James L. Sundquist, Senior
Fellow, Governmental Studies Program, Brookings.
"Energy Perspectives", John F.
O'Leary, Energy Consultant, Former Deputy Sec. of Energy, Dept. of
Energy.

Fri., May 29
"Technology Perspectives" , Carl
Duckett, president and Chairman of
the Board, Intek Corporation.
"Defense Perspectives", Brig. Gen.
Charles J. Cunningham, Jr., Deputy
Dir. of Air Force Programs, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force.
"Governmental Studies: Focus and
Scope", Martha Derthick, Program
Dir., Governmental Studies, Brookings.
"Government/Business Perspectives
for Public Managers" , A. Lee
Fritschler, Chairman, Postal Rate
Commission.
"Managing the Capitol City", Elijah
Rogers, City Administrator, District
of Columbia.
Wrap-Up, John M. Clarke, D~.,
Center for the Study of Administration, Nova University.

Graduation
Day: July 26
Recently, the University community enjoyed, within one week of each
other, two very different graduations. And July will bring yet another
group of graduates ready to face the
future.

(Contin ued on Poge 5)

Nova University Public Administration officials. Irving Rosenbaum, Town Adgraduates enter Brookings Institute in ministrator, City of Davie, FL is seen in
Washington, D.C. for meetings with public foreground.

Brookings-Nova Seminar Dictates Need
for Effective Leadership in Government
Nova University graduates from
the Center for the Study of Adlninistration gathered in Washington,
D.C. May 26-29 to meet with public
officials in a "Seminar on Public
Policy" that Nova sponsored in cooperation with the Brookings Institution. Graduates flew in from across
the country and represented such
various fields as city management,
state government, hospital administration,
public utilities and military
,
,
serVIce.

.

They came because they wanted a
better grasp of national policy and
direction to lead their respective
agency or institution into the decade
ahead with promise, They left with a
better understanding of how government works and with the sure knowledge that things ahead are far, far
from rosy.
If there was one major theme that
underscored every spoken word, it
was that now, more than ever before,
is the time for effective leadership.
For as Sidney Jones, former Asst.
Secretary of Commerce for Economic affairs said, "People don't
want to hear bad things now." Jones
asserted that we, as a country, need
economic growth to have social and
political growth and that we need
growth in order to have national
security, He aligned the current
political situation in America with a
popular song that goes, "They better
mean it this time." He concluded his
dynamic address with those same
words, leaving little doubt in anyone's mind that if we do not turn a
corner, we will begin to deteriorate
and rather rapidly.
Irving Rosenbaum, Town Administrator from Davie, Fla., could closely
identify with the theory of economic
growth being so closely tied to social
ramifications. Of 44 CETA employees in his town, mostly Haitian,
he had just laid off 14 of them, Said
Rosenbaum, "Economic policy will
dictate where aid will go," and he
cited an almost revolutionary tone in
Washington, D.C. as all factions
struggle for their share of the dollar,

Parrin Mitchell, (D) Md ., who fee\~
that the current budget cut is needed,
but not without some mooring to
hang onto in the interim, said,
"When everything else fails and
there are no jobs, it is the responsibility of government. "For example, as he.pointed out, what is the

"If there was an academy
awardfor seminars, this would
get itJ" Ernest Zaccanelli,
Chief Asst. Sheriff, Prince
George CountYJ Md.
point in training people in CET A for
jobs, if there are no jobs? Mitchell, in
response to the general conception
that this will be a long, hot summer,
said, "Next summer will be the long
hot summer", for that is when the
full effect of the budget cuts will be
felt.
Paralleling the theme of difficult
times ahead for Americans was the
repeated theme that "people will look
for other alternatives" when things
are going badly and that "people will
try anything". Congressman Dan
Mica of 'Florida warned that while
Reagan's cuts are severe, if they do
not work, the next person in office
will be more severe.
Graduates listened intently, look- \1
ing for answers to their particular
situation and for the people they lead.
Said Helen Fredrick, a member of the
Illinois State Board of Education and
former news commentator for CBS
radio, "Understanding the public dynamics is most appropriate because
everything depends on public appro-

pe~n
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it a time of "redefinition," just as the
periods of time after the Revolutionary War, the Civil War and the
Great Depression. Fordyce Luikart,
consultant with the Advanced Study
Program at Brookings, asked, "Is
this a watershed time?", and
answered, HYes, there is a major
shift in focus - to local activity ." He
pointed out that we, as Americans,
have tried to build a system based
upon the ideal man, but warned we"
will never have it because man
doesn't act that way. "It takes a
coalition, an alliance to make a major
policy change," he stated, "with the
end result being compromise,"
(Continued on Page 3)
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priations" .

Pamela Heuer, Asst, Hospital
Director of Tampa General Hospital
in Florida, knows well what lack of
appropriations cim mean in terms of
human life. She pointed out that even
neonatal care of infants born prematurely rests upon the promise of funding from counties when other monies
are not available,
Also of general concensus throughout the four days of meetings was a
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Mailman Family Center
Dedication July 25
.Broward County will have its first
complete family service center when
the doors officially open at 3 p.m.,
Saturday, July 25 to the new Mailman Family Center on the Nova University campus.
'Behind those doors will be housed
innovative facilities for infants '6
weeks of age to 4-year old toddlers,
along with therapy rooms for children and parents alike and the latest
equipment for learning disabilities
and parent skills programs.
Taking visitors on a tour of the
playground, Dr. Marilyn Segal, Dir.
of the Center, points out that it is
unlike any other playground in South
Florida because it is designed for
handicapped children as well as for
those who are not handicapped. In
tbe playground, there are highways,
bridges, a service station with gas
pump, and even a garage! Even an infant bin, complete with thatched roof
to keep out the Florida sun, makes it
possible for infants to enjoy the activity of their older toddler friends .
Only seeing is believing this unique
playground design. So, your August
issue will bring photographs of the
dedication, for those of you across
the country.
Five two-way viewing windows are
incorpora~d into the three story

building with numerous small
therapy rooms, each cozily furnished.
Several rooms feature, along with
the adult size furniture, miniature
tables and chairs for the little folks.
Upstairs, in the toddlers' playroom, one is almost overwhelmed
with the attention to detail that has
been so obvious in the preparation of
this room. There are many records of
cradle songs for resting and sleeping,
as well as counting games, rhythms
for the little ones, nursery rhymes,
and the much loved "hokey pokey".
Any mother would recognize the
many "favorites" ... Kermit the' Frog
puppet, the Fischer Price "fun jet",
the Tupperware ball, and of course
the play telephone. But there are
many other unusual touches that
make one stop and think. In the play
kitchen, a basket of play fruit. And
tucked below the kitchen sink, a picnic basket! Play dishes, furniture just
like grown-ups, hats for all kinds of
people (firemen, army" workmen)
and, in the middle of all this, a pad for
the infants to lie on and be a part of it
all again.
Musical toys abound, with bells,
tambourines, xylophone and others.
Visit the family Center the first
chance you have.

YOU'RE INVITED!

,

1981 COMMENCEMENT
DINNER DANCE
. Saturday, July 25 - 7:30 P.M.
Pier 66
Contact: Alumni Association Office, 475-7398

The last speaker of the Nova University Executive Council Forum 1981
was Vjctor LIord Tomseth, former American hostage in Iran_ Here,
Tomseth, left, IS seen with Mrs. Mary R. McCahill, Chairman of the
Nova University Board of Trustees and President of Nova University,
Dr. Abraham S. Fischler.

Computers are
for Everybody!
In an effort to dispel the illusion
that computers are only for engineers and scientifically oriented
people, the Corporate Division has
developed a series of courses for the
.person who would like to know more
about computers, but who does not
have a technical background. CS 111
- Introduction to Computer Science,
which will be offered in the August '
schedule, is a course designed to
teach people how to use computers
and programs which have already
been written. CS 112 - Introduction '
to Data Processing offers non-majors
an opportunity to learn date processing techniques and their applications
in business. This course will be offered in October. CS 201 Programming Methods I is designed to provide the non-technical student with
an understanding of computer programming. The Corporate Division
also provides bachelor degrees in
Electrical Engineering, Computer
Science and Computer Systems for
those who desire to be specialists in
this field.

TilE
MOST EXCITING
•

SUMMER YOU CAlY
GIVE YOUR CHILD .
CAMP fMTUImS:

- Designed with Your Child's Intellectual and Physical
Growth in Mind.
• Choose from Over 20 Stimulating Activities
Academic Tennis
Music
Nature
Games
Puppetry
Drawing ,
Study
Cooking
Soccer
Drama
Many
Swimming
More
• New friendships Awalt Your Child with Over 300
Active Campers.

•

-1'or Children 3·15 Years of Age
• Camp Activities from 9:00 A.M.·3:.'50 P.M.
, • Transportation to and from Camp Is Available.

DA Y CAMP SESSIONS
• JUNE lS-JUl.V 3
• JUt V 6·JUt V 24

e JUt V 27-AUG. 14

FREE BROCHURE
MD MROLLMENT INFORMATION

475·7500

. The University School of Nova University
7500 S. W. 36th Street/Fort Lauderdale. florida 33314
N<>va University !s accredited by the Southern AssodaUon of Colleges & 'Schools

Charles Schultze, Senior Fellow,
Economic Studies Program at the
Brookings Iustitution speaks on
Eronomic Policy.

University School
Toddlers Videotape
New Reading Program
There' was great excitement in
Learning Technology recently, when
three small children from the U niversity School arrived in the studio.
With them, came Dr. Joan Gelormino, Director of the Lower House
and Peter Schreck from England.
The occasion was the videotaping,
under the direction of Dr. Ethel Raddon, of the demonstration of Mr .
Schreck's n~w Acorn Magic Readers.
These are a series of nine sets of
teaders, each set of which' is designed
to develop specific reading skills in
~ Small ' children through" a carefully
'
planned procedure:'
The youngest of the three guests
demonstr~d the Rel'ognition of a
Word series with remarkable skill
and great charm. The next oldest
child demonstrated the Reading of A
Word series with equal skill and
charm. Finally., the oldest of the three
child!Jm demonstrated the Reading
of a ~ngle Sentence series with great
skill.
Working under the expert
guidance and help of Dr. Joan Gelormino the children - ranging in age
from 2-112 to 4 years of age - read
with great enjoyment and skill. The
delightful videotape of this demonstration is available in Learning
Technology for those who would like
to view it.
Please notify the News if you change
your address, remembering to include
the Center or Program you are or have
been associated with.
Nova News is published 10 times a
year (double issues Dec.-Jan. and
June-July). Circulation is 39,000.
Nova News
Nova University
College Avenue
. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
ALEXANDER SCHURE, Chancellor
ABRAHAM FISCHLER, President
Jennifer P. Meriam, Editorial
Betty Leverentz. Advertising Sales
Dennis Daanacher. Advertising Layout
-1'o...,.J~~inberg, Alumni New.
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by Jennifer P. Meriam

Dr. Abraham Fischler, President of Nova University is seen here at
Brookings with Dr. King Cheek, center, Executive Dir. of the New
York Institute of Technology/Nova University Washington Center and
Dr. John Clarke, Dir. of the Center for the Study of Administration at
Nova.

Brookings ...
(Continued from Page 1)

One of Nova's graduates, Dr. Ellsworth Hasbrouck, a Chicago surgeon
who entered the DPA program "because I just needed it" in serving on
the hospital board, probably summed
up the public administration prograJ;II
best when he said, "The program
gives you learning tools to think. "
With compromise and coalitions the
avenues to problem solving, it would
seejll Nova University graduates are
well p1-pI!are_Q to face tbe future, and
wilhlW -gain the much needed new
insights ;pr6vided by such. programs
as the-Brookings·seminar...
.
A" famous Ameri'can once said,
"We have met the enemy and it is
us." Surely, those words have never
needed to be taken as seriously as
they should be today.

"Exhilarating ... an excellent
opportunity for verbalizing
your thoughts an(1. ' cl~rifying
your thinking. " Ray Garritano, Supt. ..of, $.CfrOi), ~g,! "
Mokena School District, Chicago, Ill.
Praise for the seminar ran extremely high, with Ernest Zaccanelli,
Chief Asst. Sheriff, Prince George
County, Md., summarizing it best, "If
there was an academy award for
seminars, this would get it!"
Ray Garritano, Supt. of Schools for
Mokena School District in .Illinois and
a cluster director in the DPA program stated that he found the entire
seminar,_ °exhilirating" and "excellent to verbalize your thoughts and

clarify your thinking." Assistant to
the Mayor of Chicago Reginald
Brown, Jr. had this to say, "This kind
of a seminar put on by Nova with
Brookings underscores the value that
I have always had of my association
with Nova. It is an extremely valuable experience to meet with known
scholars in the field of public administration as well as to discuss the
theoretical. I thoroughly enjoyed myself,"

"It really has a value you can't

total." Althea Andersen, librarian, Clearwater Public
Library, Clearwater, Fl.
Althea Andersen, librarian with
the Clearwater Public Library, Clearwater, Fl., summed up her feelings in
this manner, "The seminar has enabled me to see the kind of changes in
store. I hope to relate this back to
policy makers and enable them to
make better decisions. It really has
been a value you can't total. It's been
wond~rful meeting with enlightened
people. ~J"", "~...
..
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On May 14 a very important day occurred in my life. I became a part of the
Nova University family . With each day that passes, I become more and more
aware of the fact that "family" is just what it's all about at Nova.
Largely due to good timing, I had the wonderful opportunity early in my
career here to view first hand the very best of Nova University. I am speaking
of the sharing of knowledge ... between students, graduates and leaders in the
fields of education, industry and government.
Oneaf our university's most cherished goals is to provide our graduates with
lifelong learning opportunities ... not to just ask our alumni what they can do
for us, but to have something meaningful to give to them also. That surely was
the foundation upon which the Washington Seminar on Public Policy, conducted by The Brookings Institution in cooperation with the Nova University
Center for the Study of Administration, was born.
And that is basically how I came to find myself, in no 'way a seasoned air
traveler, aboard a 737 Air Florida jet on the morning of May 25, Memorial
Day 1981. Destination ... Washington, D.C. I did have a companion in this
venture, Toni Steinberg, Asst. to the Dir. of Alumni Affairs. We took off from
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood Airport, only to land minutes later in West Palm
Beach to pick up passengers for the flight to the nation's Capitol. It was a
beautiful day and a beautiful flight, but I was nevertheless anxious to get on
the ground.
Little did I know what was in store for us there! I had not flown in four
years, but I did think it a bit strange when we were told that we could not get
our own bags. In fact, the area was soon roped off, while a rather harried
gentleman quickly unloaded them from the conveyor belt, and snapped to
passengers, "I don't have time to answers questions."
Once outside the terminal, it was apparent that something was definitely
amiss. You would have thought the world was standing still, so to speak. Taxis
were lined up as far as you could see, but not only was no one in them, no one
was even near them. Traffic backed up as far as the eye could see. And people,
including cab drivers, lined up calmly along the pavement ... waiting for word
of what was happening. Soon it came. First the words circulated, "bomb
scare," then, "suspicious package." And then, suddenly, words ]'11 never
forget. "Move back, move back! Back past American!"
It's strange how one can picture panic in such a moment. It was obvious a
bomb had been found. And I, an Alabamian living in South Florida, could no
more tell you wbere "American" was in this huge city, than I could direct you
to the moon. I remember thinking, "My God, I don't know which way to go!"
And I said to Toni, "Let's leave our bags!" but not Toni. She said no way
would she leave her bags! I grabbed mine and ran in a manner that would have
made my Jr. High PE teacher glow! And I was surely carrying at least 60
pounds! The crowd moved quickly and orderly in the direction we were waved.
No one screamed, no one really panicked. Wejust waited .
An army ordinance truck was in front of the main terminal. Word circulated that they were detonating the bomb. A rescue truck was nearby, soon
joined by a fire truck. I felt good being with Toni. When I asked her how she
felt about it all, she replied, "Oh, I had them dropping on me back in 1941!"
Somehow, the knowledge that she had survived in her native homeland of Britain, at the hands of German bombers, made our plight not nearly so fearful.
Within an hour, the ordeal was over ... there was a small pop. The device
had been detonated and all was safe. We were on our way into the Capitol.
In this issue of Nova News you will read more about the Brookings Seminar,
the speakers and the participants. I hope you can feel some of the excitement
of wbat took place. If you are a Nova graduate, perhaps you would like to note
on our Novagram, page 5, the type of continuing education you would like to
see in the future .

~ 2Jelie~~~

Mothers and
Daughters ...
Partnership in
WeightLoss

"'lQ~·
Center of
The FamUu~versity
Nova

Little girls between the ages of 8
and 10 years of age who are 15%
overweight or more, qualify for a free
program in weight education and reduction at Nova University.
Dr. Alan Katell, Dept. of Psychology, who is conducting the study, is
interested in what part mothers play
in their children's losing weight and
keeping it off. He points out that the
8-10 age group has been chosen for
several reasons. Of utmost importance is the fact that "peer influences are very important in the
pre-puberty period, 11-12, follow-

~.dO~~

~

Summer
Educational

~

Programs
• Parent/Child Classes - Parents and childn:n
(1-3 yrs.) learn together.
• Pre· School Readiness children 3·4 yrs. old
• Kindergarten Readiness - For children 4-5.
yrs. old

ing."

The 8-week program will include
several components. Some of these
are: exercise and stimulus control,
limiting the places that you eat and
snack, a major part of the problem as
Dr. Katell sees it. .
This is the first in a series of
studies aimed at long-term prevention of health pro\>lems. For further
information and registration, call Dr.
Alan Katell at 475-7559.

. ].~

• Speech and Language Development
• Creative Movement and Dance Therapy

nuo Summer Sessions

'_._.,

• .Learning Disabilities Clinic and Reading
Clinic
• Psychological Services &: Evaluations

July 6 - July 31

• S.A T. Prep Courses

Aug. 3 - Aug. 28

• Parenting Classes

3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale (Davie, F1orlda) 33314

FOR INFORMATION CALL: 475-7670

Nova University Is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and SChools
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--------PEOPLEINTHENEWS-------Lois - Biker, Delaware Cluster, con$u:Jtants, and visitors to tne proEd.D., is director of the Early Child- ject.
hood Center at Dr~xel University in
Philadelphia. Recently, the UniverLillian B. Brand, a stud~t in the
sity paid proud tcibuteto Prof. Baker
Master'll Program fur Child Care Ad.
and to the model laboratOry school
ministrators, has had her Special
she has So competently nurtUl'ed for
Project fur Nova published as a book
the ~t twenty years. "Drexel's by Prentice Hall. The book, HomeEarly Childhood Center program -is 8111e . Learning, is a collection Qf
the -prilduct of 50 year~ of car~l
175 easy-t<rdo activities that parents
\ ~hdugh~. effort an,d ex~~mce, and 1t can use to hel}¥ therv child grow
18 one of the UnwerSltJ':'s. most sue·
toward a healthy adulthood. The book
c~ efforts at. (l<>mb~ng ,!lducaevolved from a set of workshops detion and eomlll,unlty sel'Vlce. That signed by Mrs. Brand and her co·
statement can, m iargepart,.be made author, Philip S. M.Qrse. Mrs. Bl!and
because !)f the efforts <>f LoiS Baker. is director of The New Yorell: State
Nov~ University is pr6t1d to say that ExPerimental Pre-Kindergarten in
LOIS IS a 'part of us, too.
..
aambnrg, N.Y.
Dr. Anna Mae Burke Dir. CorCongratulations to Joyce Blakely,
Cluster 4, Ed.D. Earl;, Cl'liIdh~od,. PQrate Div., appeared o~ the hroww~o was recently apJ!<'mt;ed P1'?Joct ard Oounty Library program June 16
Dweetor of the BaSIC Educational and 19 to discuss her hook Are
Skills P~oject in Sollie, qounty: .Fl. You ReaQy; A Surviya! Man~ lQ1'
The Basl~ E?u<;atjonal Skills PrOJeCt Women Returning to School. the
IS a 10~.gJtudmal .~~arch and Demprogram was aired on Selkirk cable
onstra'tion stu~y Inltmted an~ J;unded televisioll Channel 25
.'
.
.
by the AdmlUlstratlOn for Chtldren,
Youth and Families (ACYF). The
Dr. RIchard Dodge and Gregory
BES Project is meant to show s.t rat- Mc!ntosh attended theFonr~ Interegies and methodologies in the 3,l'eas n.atlon~1 Coral Reef SymPQ~nm, en·
of curriculum, I'arent involvement , titled The Reef. and Man, heldm
continui ty, and tea~her attitudes and Manila, The PhIllppmes, May 18:22.
behavior which
·be used in other • .The major to\}lc-of the symposIUm
. school systems and hopefully imp?&'veill.was the effect of bombing near a
the basic edu~ional skills of cor al reef area. Dr. Doqge presented
~tud'mts from Head Start t!)rough
a val?er entitled "Gr.o wth Chararthe elementary schodls. Joyce is re- ~ns!ICS of Reef-building Corals
sponsible for program admi·n istration wlthm an Ext;e~al to a Naval .or e;;
and program leadership, coordina- nance Range, Vleques, Puerto R,co.
tion of long and snort term goals "and Mr . Mclntoch presented It paIJOr entitled "Artificial Reefs as Fishery
objectives for each program element, Management Tools in the United
and facilitates overall project efforts States." Dr. Richard Dodge will
through coordination of BES staff, spend the first two weeks of July at

tu:reQ on stress management and

the Bermuda Bi(llogic;l.f Station. St.
Georgei:1, Bermuda, working en a
grant. issujld to him by Exxon Oil
Co'f!.lpally. He will participate ina
study of the effects of oil and <ill
dispersants on corals,
Dr. Jllseph Fordyce gave the commencement address to Qqincy Junior
College graduates in Quincy, Mass_
on JllIlEl T. The title of his speech w.as,
"The Road ~~{jtTaken."
Dr. Bichard Gerson, Health
Education, spoke on JUlle 16 to the
Association of Occupational Health
Nurses on the to~ic, ''Ma\cing Occupational Str~ss Work for Yon."
The g:roup consists Qf nUrses working
with firms such as IBM, Mo.torola aIld
Southern Bell Dr. Gerson has lec-

time management at many local
hospitals., including Plantation
General and Perdue Medical Center
in Miami, and he has ileeneontacted
recently by publishers 1;& compile
textboo.ks on the subjects of stress,
health psychology, and behavioral
medicine.
Dr. Julian P. McCreary, Jr. was
appointed Dir. of the Nova Univers·
Ii,y OceanqgrapliieCenter at the
Board of Trustees Meeting held 011
April ?iT, I9S1:.
Robert Heidger a!ld Gin.ny
SeweD. Delaware, Ed.D., were
selected from their school system to
attend a ten-day intensive training
program held at Adel}¥hi University
National 'll'aining Institute.
(Conti~u"cton POjIe 11)

-""If

HEALTHSCRIPTS

FORT lAUDERDALE TRAVEl SERVICE

by Richard F. Gerson, Plr:D: .

PLAN YOUR V ACA nON NOW ... it
COSts no more [Q book with the experts
A irlines - Cruises - T ours - Hotels _
Car Rentals - Anywhere in the World "
MI.el.
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Our NOVA UNIVERSITY education
is working for us and
.
for SOUTH FLORIDA
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Dr . •Tames D. Carroll, Di1' .• Advanced Study Program at Brookings,
discusses the Nova Public Policy seminar with Dr. John Clarke and
Toni Steinberg, Asst . to the Dir. of Alumni Affairs at Nova.

"Nova is a real asset to all of
South Florida-Dade,
Broward , and Palm Beach
Counties , because it offers
exactly what teachers are
looking for-a good,
relevant education; many
short, intensive courses ;
and convenience ... Nova is
making us better teachers
and administrators . . ."

)

MYRNA WILANS , School Speech Therapist (Miami) Graduate , MS
degree in Education.
GARY WILANS , Teacher (Miami) Graduate. Ed.S. degree in
Administration .
Nova University Is accredited bV
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
3301 COLLEGE AVENUE, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORI">A 33314

Since this is the first column of Healthscripts, I thought it would be best to
introduce the concept before delving into specifics. Healthscripts involve
understanding what true health really is and what you, as a self· responsible
individual , can contribute to your state of health.
Most people define health as being the absence of disease. This is not a good
definition. A person who has no observable illness would not be considered
healthy if he or she com\}lained about backaches, excessive fatigue, or a host
of other minor ailments. Health is more than the absence of disease. Health in·
valves achieving a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being. In
this state, you are growing , learning, a nd· changing to meet the de mands
placed on your health. Your level of health may be viewed as a continuum,
with zero health or death at the low end, and optimal health or well ness at the
high end.
o
50
100

/

!

!

Death
Poor Health
Average
Good Health
Wellness;
Disability
Critical
Optimal
nIness
Health
Wellness, or o\}timal health, includes having a high energy level , good
muscle strength and tone, an ideal body weight, the ability to relax, proper
nutrition, and a well-integrated or self-actualized personality.
In order to achieve this goal of optima l health, you must discard negat ive
health practices such as smoking, drinking, substance abuse, and over eating,
and engage in positive health practices. These include a nutritionally balanced
diet, adequate amounts of r elaxation and sleep, r egular exercise,. a positive
attitude that you are responsible for your health, a nd the motivation to
achieve a state of wellness. In fact, you might say that achieving optimal
health is like a D.R.E.A.M. come true.
To help you set up your Healthscript, begin to keep a daily diary that details
your behaviors in these five areas of health practice. Behaviors which you
identify as obstacles to well ness can then be cleared away and more ap·
propriate ones can be substituted for them. Remember, only you can make
you t ruly health.
Dr. Richard Gerson is an adjunct prof essor at Nova University arul a frequent lecturer on stress management. If you have any questirms you would like
to address to Dr. Gerson, just send them to the attention of this office arul they
will be frYfWarded to him so that he may answer in this column.

Fast, Modern Se nice
Old-Fashioned Smiles

I

Telephone 305/475·1109

JEFFREY J. AUERBACH, D.D.S.
GENERAL DENTISTRY

1881 North State Road 714411
Hollywood. Florida 33021

Michael L Basslchls
Broward: 966-8660 Dade: 625-7413
SurwtM BouIft.,d

Theresa Lessardll

OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT

UNIVERSITY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
4294 SOUTH UNIVERSITY HIVE
DAVIE. ftDRIDA 33328

Weekdays. evenings &. Saturday
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Dr. Abraham Fischler, President of Nova University, is seated third
from left, with Nova University public administration graduates on
Capitol Hill, Washington, D.C., while attending Public Policy seminar.
Michael Ryan, Major, USAF, Deputy for Program Control, Space
Systems .Office, Sec. of the Air Force, is seen at left. Center, graudate
Reginald V. Brown, Jr., Asst. to the Mayor of Chicago and Exec.
Direc., employment and training for the windy city.
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James Keane, left, Illinois State Representative and Ray Garritano,
Supt. of Schools, Mokena School District, Chicago, enjoy festivities at
Alumni CO<!ktail Party May 26 in Washington, D.C. while attending
Public Policy Seminar at Brookings Institute.

Graduation...
(Continued from Page 1)

On May 24 over 150 very enthu·
siastic graduates accepted their
diplomas from the Nova University
Law Center from an equally enthus·
iastic audience. Seated in the mag·
nificent Parker Playhouse, with producer Zev Bufman seated onstage
waiting to receive an honorary de·
gree, the onlookers listened to Dean
Roger Cramton give the commencement address.
Cramton, the former Dean of Cornell Law School and currently a visiting professor at Duke University,
challenged the graduates to "Keep
y.our eye on ultimate ends" and
"Create a story of your life, cherish
individuals." He pointed out that in
"creating new possibilities for yourself and others, you will create life
itself."
Just one week later, 49 graduating
seniors from the University School
fondly said their goodbyes to a crowd
of more than 500 family and friends
at the Diplomat Hotel in Hollywood
at a Sunday brunch. The graduates
were met after receiving their
diplomas by their parents, who also
had the opportunity to express their
sentiments. There were tears, smiles
of happiness and many regards to
Ms. Carla Monti, Senior Class Sponsor and Coordinator; Guidance and
Counseling, who is leaving the University to move to the Orlando area.
Dr. James Smith, Dir., Upper School,
had special words for each graduate
as Dr. Joseph Randazzo, Headmaster, presented each diploma. Dr.
Abraham S. Fischler, President of

Nova University, gave a special
address to the graduating seniors.
On Sunday, Juiy 26, 2 p.m. at
Sunrise Musical Theatre a university
wide commencement will be held.
Undergraduates, graduates and doctoral students will receive their
diplomas at that time.
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Gold Circle Women
Promote Campus
Beautification
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This year, their goal has been campus beautification. Money has been
raised to paint and sandblast build·
ings and for shrubbery surrounding
the soon to be dedicated Mailman
Family Center. The group has also initiated a memorial fund through
which donations can be made to the
university on the occasion of anniversaries, birthdays, or births as well
as for memorials. For further information, call Rose Ann Schaeffer,
Dir. of Special Events, Office of
Development at 475-7425.

Correspondence From You To Us!
Name
Program
Address
Phone
What _______________________________________________
Where
When __________________________________________________
Why ___________________________________________
Things I'd like to see in Nova News

Attach any ext.ra information and mail ,to: Nova News, Nova University, 3301
College Ave., Fort Laude"t:(ia1'e,'Fl~ ~:f314.
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Gold Key women Renee La Bonte, left and Marti Kono, with their
daughters, were busy at work recently beautifying the Nova campus.
Renee and Marti supervised a busload of youngsters from Pine Crest
school who planted bushes around the Mailman Family Center.

NEED A SPEAKER FOR
YOUR NEXT MEETING?
Nova University is proud to present its 1981 Distinguished Speakers Bureau. We can now
share our resources with you by offering distinguished personalities from our faculty and
staff for speaking engagements to organizations, associations, clubs, and other in·
terested groups.

CHOOSE FROM OVER 50 TOPICS
AND ISSUES INCLUDING:
*Biofeedbac~

*Hurricanes

",. 'f • •
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Gold Circle of NovaI1niversity is a
women's support group organized for
the purpose of generating community
involvement to advance the purpose.
of Nova University.

NOVAGRAM ...
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*Criminal Sentencing
"Weight Control

*Retirement
"Women in Management

FOR YOUR LIST OF SPEAKERS AND TOPICS, CONTACT:
BEm LEVERENTZ - 3301 College Ave., Davie 33314· 475-7438
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27th ANNUAL FLORIDA
The Florida Derby Ball, which
benefits Nova University, is tradi-·
tionally one of the highlights of the
social season, and this year's event
was no exception.
Three hundred and fifty guests
came to dine, dance and enjoy the
splendid festivities of this, the 27th
Annual Florida Derby Ball, held
March 4 at the new Marriott Hotel
.and Marina in Fort Lauderdale.
Orchids, the official flower of Gulfstream, were everywhere - as favors
for the women, centerpieces on each
table, leis worn by the hostesses, and,
as customary, the center of attention
in the huge Orchid Horseshoe, symbol of the "Run For The Orchids"
which the winner of the Florida
Derby receives. Many of the guests,
caught up in the spirit of the day,
were attired in orchid-colored
dresses. Their escorts received lucky
horseshoe favors.
The overall chairmen, Mrs. James
W. (Sherry) Rice and Mrs. R. Basil
(Claudine) Rutter, saw to it that the
"racing" theme was carried through.
'Sniff', the lead pony from Gulfstream Park, with outrider Chris
Melhorn astride, greeted the arriving
guests. Dinner was announced by a
bugler, and place cards rlp,;o-not",J

Bill Horvitz (left), Toni and August Paoli

L

Nan and Jim Farquhar

Alice and Doug Donn

Hostesses (left
Caralyne Sapor

right) Lois Savage,
Marcia Streicher,

I.

NOVA NEWS

RBY BALL IS A WINNER
the "gate" (or table) number. Everyone, from perennial ,chairman Mrs_
Robert A_ (Millicent) Steele on,
agreed that the chairmen had done a
winning job.
One of the special features of the
Ball was an elaborate hot-dish cocktail hour. It was held in a room overlooking the tropical garden, with the
guests seated at tables under thatched roofs.
Dinner and dancing to Marshall
Grant's orchestra, were followed by
greetings from Dr. Abraham
Fischler, president of Nova University. Dr. Fischler presented gifts to
Mr_ and Mrs_ Douglas Donn (Mr.
Donn is president of Gulfstream
Park) and to Mrs_ Joseph Fowler,
the former Mary Anna Donn, whose
late husband, Jimmy Donn Jr., was
president of Gulfstream.
The Florida Derby Ball attracts
guests from Palm Beach, Broward;
and Dade Counties, and many dignitaries. Among this year's guests
were the Donald LeVines (Liz Anne'
LeVine is the sister of Princess Grace of Monaco); Jonnie Miller (of golfing
fame); and Paul Marriott of the Marriott Hotel chain.

(Left to right) Chairmlm, Jim and Sherry Rice; CoChairmen BasiI;! and Claudine Rutter

Lucy and Dr _Charles Forman

I

Johnny Sessa (left), Mickey Bracken, Judy Sessa,
Jim Bracken

Menu Chairmen

John and Alice Rogers

Bobbe and _Sheldon Schlesinger

I
Janet Gable, Rose Marie and Herman Goodman

t

,,-

I
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Huch, Alicia Holloway, Eileen Mayl, Marty Kono,
Bauer, Mary Ledbetter, Donna Casto, Mary Dellaporta,
Clark, Renee LaBl!nte.

(Left) Judy and Tinsley Ellis, Dr. David Salten, Florence and Edwin Shelley.
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The University School
of Nova University
honors its 1981 graduating
•
seniors
Commencement: May 31, 1981
Diplomat Hotel
We wish them every success as they move on to":
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The University School
of Nova University
7500 S. W. 36 Str~et
fort Lauderdale. florida 33314
Phone: 475-7500
A private school with grades
pre-school
through high school
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Chapter
Activities
Region I

Region II

Graduates in Jacksonville held a
dinner meeting at the home of Drs.
Herman and Ailene Howard (Ed.D.'s
'80) on May 8. Toni Steinberg attended and discussion centered around
the direction and structure of the
new chapter.
The President and officers, who
had been elected at a previous meeting, are: President, Cecil L. Allison,
Ed.D. '75; Officers: The Drs.
Howard; Lucille M. Coberly, Ed.D.
'79; Julia B. Fiorentino, Ed.D. '79;
and Ann Tillman, Ed.D. '75.

The National Capitol Area Chapter
hosted a cocktail party at the Georgetown Hotel on Tues., May 26, the evening prior to the "Public Policy"
seminar, and graduates in the area
were invited to meet Dr. Fischler, Dr.
Clarke, members of ,the faculty and
national preceptors. Toni Steinberg
from the Alumni Office also attended.
The evening was an unqualified
success and graduates who had earned DPA's, Ed.D.'s, JD's and MS's
were in attendance.
... ... ... ... '"
The Mid-Atlantic Area Chapter
held a first Anniversary Meeting on
May 27. An interesting program was
planned and four members of the
Philadelphia High School Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of the
School Music Director, provided a
background of their jazz interpretations during the dinner hour.
The guest speaker for the evening
was Dr. Bernard G. Kelner who gave
an excellent and timely address on
professionalism in the school system.
Toni Steinberg also attended and
brought greetings from the central
staff and a Nova update on alumni
and university activities.
The Chapter officers are: Pres.,
James E. Barksdale; Treas., Richard
Strauss. Committees: Membership,
Marvin A. Goldenberg; Coordination,
Mathew Knowles; Certification,
Sadie S. Mitchell; Program , Walter
H. Scott. All of the above have earned a Doctor of Education degree.

Region I
Herbert Silver, Ed.D., Chairperson of the Nominating·Committee of
the South Florida Chapter submitted
the following slate of. officers for the
1981/82 year:
President: David White, Ed.D.;
President-Elect: George Emerson,
Ed.D.; Secretary: Gloria Mahoney,
Ed.D.; Treasurer: Frances Altman,
Ed.D. It is interesting to note that
these graduates represent three of
the Nova University national field
based Doctor of Education programs.
The Annual Meeting to elect the
above nominees was held on April 3
at the Miami Marriott Hotel.
We wish the South Florida
Chapter all success as they reorganize to include all Nova University graduates.

A rticles And
Publications
Region II
Archie Morris, III, D.P.A., 1976,
presented a paper to the Eastern
Economic Association's 7th Annual
Convention in Philadelphia on April
10th, entitled, "Motivation and Productivity Among White Collar Work'
ers". Dr. Morris holds the position of
Chief of Facilities Management Division in the Administrative Services
Department of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture in Washington, D.C.
Charlay Van-Esquire Hart, D.P.A.,
1980,-has written an article 'entitled,
"Data Gathering - An Achilles
Heel," that has been published in the
Employment and Training Administration's (Department of Labor)
Analyst Exchange, March, 1981
Issue.

Region IV
Jim Murphey, D.P.A., 1980, was
recently featured in an article that
appeared in the Troy. Ohio, News
and the Greenville Advocate (Ohio)
which described the graphic methods
he employs in teaching Consumer Behavior to students at Edison State
Community College in Ohio. Dr.
Murphey bases his philosophy on the
concepts of Roger Blackwell of Ohio
State University who invented the
term, consumer behavior, and published a book on it.

Region VI
Fannie E. Brown, Ed.D., 1978, has
had her dissertation, "Improving the
Applicant Selection Process of the
Nursing Program at City College of
San Francisco," included in the national ERIC data base, giving ERIC
document number ED164066. The
citation and abstract for this docu-ment appeared in the May, 1979,
Resources jn EducatioD. Her most
recent article entitled, "Juvenile Prostitution: A Nursing Perspective,"
has been published in the December,
1980, issue of the Journal of
Psychiatric Nursing and Ment.al
Health

Region IV
A Breakfast Meeting to which Dr.
Fischler was invited was held in
Chicago on June 6.
(Continued on Pcge 11)

In Memory
Nan Hutchinsc1n, Ed.D., 1975
(1921-1981). 1;)r. Hutchinson founded
the Areawide Council on Aging in
1972 and served as its Director until
her death this winter in Fort Lauder,dale. It was the first Council of its
kind in Florida. Through her poSition
as director and her constant el'forts
on behalf of the aging, she gained
local and national prominence. She
appeared on national and local radio
and television programs, testified
before the Congress on senior
citizen's issues, and served on several
, national boards. Recently, she was
appointed to a technical committee
on the media for the White House
Conference on Aging for 1981. She
also served as Dean of Girls at Fort
Lauderdale High School and Dean of
Women at Broward Community College and Florida Atlantic University.
The Broward County Commission
held a ceremony in May at which a
plaque in her honor was installed in
the Broward County Courthouse.
Geraldine Robinson, M.S., 1979
(1946-1980). Ms. Robinson was a
teacher with the Marion County
School District in Ocala, Florida until
her death in May of 1980, a victim of
a homicide. Ms. Robinson has been interred in Ocala, where she had made
her home .
Donald E. Wharton, Ed.D., 1979
(1921-1980). Dr. Wharton was a
member of the Alumni Association in
Chicago.
A tree has been planted for each of
the above Nova University alumni, in
their honor, on the campus in Fort
Lauderdale. Each tree will bear a
marker commemorating the graduate.

Regional Coordinator; Thomas
Alumni Tax Seminar in Chicago.

, Ed.D: '76, and
CPA, Resource Leader at the

Honors And Awards
Region I
Melvin A. Johnson, Ed.D., 1979,
was recently honored by Region 19
Vocational Schools in Orange County
when he received the "Outstanding
Vocational Educator Award" for
1981, at a banquet held in Altamonte
Springs, Florida. Dr. Johnson has
also been nominated by Region 19 for
the Florida FVA Outstanding Educator, which will be presented at the
FVA Conference in August, 1981.
Betty Holmes Thompson, M.S.,
1979, was named "Teacher of the
Year," in Pinellas County by a com·
mittee of teachers and administrators in the Pinellas County School
System. This makes Ms. Thompson
eligible to become "Teacher of the
Year" candidate in the state competition later this year. Ms. Thompson is
a member of the faculty at Madeira
Beach Elementary School, and has
been in the teaching profession for
eighteen years.

Region III
Leonard Smith, Ed.D., 1975, Immediate Past-President of Phi Delta
Kappa in Long Island, reported that
Dr. Alexander Schure, President of
NYIT and Chancellor of Nova University, recently was involved in two
dynamic interactions with the Long
Island Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa,
when, as an invited guest, he gave a
talk on "New Technology in Higher
Education" when the Chapter met on
the NYIT campus. This was folfowed
by a tour of some of the laboratories
on the NYIT campus. In appreciation, Phi Delta Kappa awarded their
Certificate of Recognition to Dr.
Schure, which was
"in'
acknowledgement of distinguished
service to education, and in appreciation of his leadership in relating the
aims, purpose and objectives of Phi
Delta Kappa to public education. "

given

Region IV
Major Armstead, Jr., Ed.D., 1976,
has been honored by the Phi Delta
Kappa chapter at Northeastern Illi-

nois University as "Educator of the
Year" for 1981, along with eight
other outstanding educators in that
area. In an article in the Chicago
Tribune, it was announced that Dr.
Armstead had also been honored by
the Citizens Schools Committee by
presenting him with the 1981 Outstanding Principals Award. Dr. Armstead is principal of Foreman High
School in Chicago.

Region VI
William Yamada, Ed.D., 1980, automotive mechanics instructor at Honolulu Community College and certified
by the nationally recognized National
Institute of Automotive Service Excellence, has been named a member
of the Customer Arbitration Board,
opening under Federal Trade Commission guidelines, by the Chrysler
Corporation which has established
the board in Honolulu.
This board will be one of 55 to be
established nationally that will provide owners of Chryslet products the
opportunity to appeal Warranty
disputes, free of charge.

Alumni
Represent Nova
Harold L. Daniel, Ph .D., 1978, served as representative of Nova University when Dr. David L. Jester was
inaugurated as the ninth President of
the Wayland Baptist'College, and the
first President of the Wayland Baptist University in Plainview, Texas,
on the first of May. Dr. Daniel is Resource Developer with the Panhandle
Health Systems Agency in Texas.
Paul T. Harakal, Ed.D., 1976, represented Nova University at the inauguration of Dennis D. Bell as the
tenth president of East Stroudsburg
State College, Pennsylvania, on April
25.

BROWARD

LEGACY

A Journal of Broward History Published by the
Broward County Historical Commission
Now is the time for history buffs, natives and all other interested parties to
subscribe to the BROWARD LEGACY, an historical journal published semiannually by the Broward County Historical Commission. The articles in this current joint issue, Volume 4 - Numbers 1 & 2, are devoted to the military history of
the south Florida area and the customs and lifestyle of the Seminole Indians during
this century and the last.
For an annual subscription, please send a check in the amount of $4.16 (including
tax) to the Broward County Historical Commission, Dept. 59, ·100B South New
River Drive East, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301. For information about the limited
number of back issues, please telephone 765-5872.
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.----Vote For The Film Of Your Choice-----,
The Nova Film Society needs your help in selecting the kinds of films you would
like to see. Take a few minutes to look over the list below and check those films
you would like to come to the Film Society series to see. The top 20 requested films
will be shown from November 1981 through April 1982 at the Nova University
Main Campus, and at Coral Springs Campus and at the Law Center.
Please return by July 15 so we can begin ordering the films.

~---------------BALLOT----------------'
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

IN THE REALM OF THE SENSES
(Japan, 1979) Director: Nagisha Oshima.
Winner, Grand Prize, Cannes. An exploration of a couple's sexual obsession. (R).
THE STING (U.S., 1975) Director: George
Roy Hill. Winner, Academy Award.
LOVE ON THE RUN (France; 1979)
Director: Francois Truffaut. Best Foreign
Film, Academy Award.
ANNIE HALL (U.S., 1978) Director:
Woody Allen. Winner, Academy Award.
TO FORGET VENICE (Italy, 1980)
Director: Franco Brusati. Winner, Best
Film, Venice; Best Foreign Film, U.S.
THE PAPER CHASE (U.S., 1973)
Director: James Bridges. Winner, Academy
Award.
THE SPIRIT OF THE BEEHIVE (Spain,
1976) Director: Victor Erice. Winner, Best
Film, Cannes. Little girl lost.
SUSPICION (U.S., 1941) Director: Alfred
Hitchcock. Winner, Academy Award.
CITY OF WOMEN (Italy, 1979) Director:
Federico Fellini. Winner, Venice. Hilarious
- pure Fellini! His last film.
RHINOCEROS (U.S., 1973) Director: Tom
O'Hargon. Winner, Academy Award. With
Zero Mostel, Gene Wilder.
WOYZECK (Germany, 1978) Director:
Werner Herzog. Winner, Berlin & Cannes.
EASY RIDER (U.S., 1969) Direc~or:
Dennis Hopper, Winner, Academy Award.
MY BRILLIANT CAREER (Australia,
1978) Director: Gill Armstrong. Winner,
Venice and Australia Academy Award.
THE GREAT SANTINI (U.S. 1981)
Director: Lewis John Carlino. Nominated,
Academy Award.
THE SHOUT (G.B., 1978) Directed: Jerzy
Skolomowsky. Winner, Cannes. A man can
kill with a single shout.
KEY LARGO (U.S., 1948) Directed: John
Huston. Winner, Academy Award.
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (G.B., 1972)
Director: Stanley Kubrick. Winner,
Academy Award.
BREAKER MORANT (Australia, 1979)
Director Bruce Beresford. Winner, Grand
Prize, N. Y. Three Aussie soldiers are accused of murder during the Boer War.
BEING THERE (U.S., 1979) Director: Hal
Ashby. Nominated, Academy Award.
CONFIDENCE (Hungary, 1980) Director:

Laban Czabo. Best Film, Berlin. A couple
are ordered to live together and love also

o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o

o
o

o

o

moves in.

LAST TANGO IN PARIS (Italy, 1971)
Director: Bernardo Bertolucci. Winner,
Best Film, Cannes. With Marlon Brando.
EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF (France,
1981) Director: Jean-Luc Godard. Winner,
Special Award, Cannes.
CITIZEN KANE (U.S., 1941) Director:
Orson Wells. Winner, Academy Award.
A BRIEF VACATION (Italy, 1970)
Director: Vittorio DeSica. Winner, Venice.
JULIUS CAESAR (U .S., 1953) Directed:
Joseph Mankiewicz. Winner, Academy
Award. With Marlon Brando.
THE LAST METRO (France, 1980)
Director: .Francois Truffaut. Winner, Best
Film, Cannes.
DAYS OF HEAVEN (U.S. 1977) Director:
Terrence Malik. Winner, Academy"Award.
AUTUMN SONATA (Sweden, 1980)
Director: Ingmar Bergman. Nominated,
Best Foreign Film, U.S. With Ingrid
Bergman, Liv Ullman.
CHINATOWN (U .S. 1975) Director:
Roman Polanski. Winner, Academy Award.
THE SEDUCTION OF MIMI (Italy, 1974)
Director: Lena Wertmuller. Winner,
Cannes.
BUTCH CASSIDY & THE SUNDANCE
KID (U.S. 1969) Directed: George Roy Hill.
Winner, Academy Award.
,
, .
KAGEMUSHA (Japan, 1980) Director: .
Akira Kurosawa (considered the greatest
film-maker of all time). Winner, Grand
Prize, Cannes.
THE CHANT OF JIMMIE BLACKSMITH
(Australia, 1980) Director: Fred Schepsi.
Winner, Academy Award, Australia. An
aborigine kills 7 whites at the time Australia
becomes a nation.
BREAKING AWAY (U.S., 1979) Director:
Peter Yates. Academy Award Nomination.
MON ONCLE D' AMERIQUE (France,
1980) Director: Alain Resnais. Winner at
Cannes. Hilarious comedy.
WOMAN OF THE YEAR (U.S., 1942)
Director: Joseph Mankiewicz. Winner,
Academy Award. With Spencer Tracy,
Katherine Hepburn.
THE PLUMBER (Australia, 1980)
Director: Peter Wier. Winner, Australian
Academy Award. Eerie spine tingler.

o

DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS (U .S., 1958)
Director: Delbert Mann. Winner, Academy
Award. With Sophia Loren, Burl I ves.
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT (France,
. 1979) Director: Phillipe De Broca. Winner,
Cannes. Comedy - A pianist cannot resist
women.

o THE STUNT MAN (U.S. , 1980) Director:
Richard Rush, Nominated, Academy
Award. With Peter O'Toole.
o LES PETITE FUGUES (Switzerland,
1979) Directed: Yves Yersin. Winner at
Comedy - a little old man has his own way
of escaping reality.
o DELIVERANCE (U.S., 1976) Director:
John Boorman. Nominated Academy
Award.
o BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY (U.S.,1973)
Director: John Ifancook. · Acadeiny Award,
Best Picture. With Robert De Niro.
o IN A YEAR OF 13 MOONS (Germany,
1979) Director: Rainer Fassbinder. Winner,
Best Film, Cannes. About a soldier.
o THE LAST TYCOON (U.S., 1976):
Director: Elia Kazan. Winner, Academy
Award. With Robert De Niro.
o MOSCOW DOES NOT BELIEVE IN
TEARS (USSR, 1980) Director not known.
Winner, Academy Award, Best Foreign
Film,1980
e.
o ZORBA THE GREEK (Greece:d 1964)
Director: Michael Cacoy;mnis. Witb An'. thony'Quinnand Alan,Hates:- •.
tJ DE'AR ' INSPECTOR: 'n (Fi'ance, ' i978)
·,·r Director: Phillipe De Broca. Winner, Cannes. Comedy - the inspector falls in love.
o THE DIRTY DOZEN (U.S., 1967) Director:
Robert Aldritch. Nominated, Academy
Award.
o THE TIN DRUM (Germany, 1980)
Director: Volker Schlondorf. Winner, Cannes & Academy Award, Best Foreign Film.
o FAME (U.S., 1980) Director: Alan Parker.
Nominated, Academy Award.
o COUP DE GRACE (Germany, 1977)
Director: Volker Schlondorf. Berlin, Best
Picture. A German soldier returns to his
destroyed village after WW n.
o NINOTCHKA (U.S., 1939) Director: Ernest
Lubitsch. Nominated, Best Picture,
Academy Award.
o MOROCCO (U.S., 1930) Director: Joseph
Von Sternberg. Winner, 4 Academy
Awards. With Marlene Dietrich and Gary
Cooper.

r~---~---DYES~--------------~----------------------------1
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I AM INTERESTED IN THE FILM SERIES, AND WISH TO
BE ON THE NOVA FILM SOCIETY MAILING LIST:
"
NAME: _____________________________________________
ADDRESS:

..

CITY:

Please return ballot by July 15.
Any other films you would like to see included?

I
I
I

ZIP: ____________
PHONE: ___________________

~

Are you: FacultyD
StaffD
StudentD
AlumniD
OtherD _ __
What day and time woUld be most convenient for you to see these films?
DMonday DTuesday DWednesday DThursday DFriday DSaturday o Sunday
Most ConveIili>nt Time: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TO: BETTYLEVERENTZ
i
NOVA UNIVERSITY FILM SOCIETY I
Most Conven 1t Location:
3301 COLLEGE AVENUE
.
. _ ___ ________________._____________________
.
FORT LAUDERDALE , FL.
33314
L_______
... __
-- - - ,I
L
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----News Of Regional Activities--Region I
Lois Zimmerman Cooke, Ed.D.,
1976, has been re·elected as Region 1
Director for the Florida Association
of Community Colleges in 1981. She
will serve as liaison between the five
Northwest Florida junior/community
colleges' FACC chapters and the
State Executive Board of F ACC. She
is also responsible for organizing and
coordinating the Spring Region 1
FACC Workshop, which will be held
at Pensacola Junior College, April 10.
Lois also received an award for
serving as a full-time faculty member
at Pensacola Junior College for more
than twenty years.
Marlene Erdley Woodson, Ed.D.,
1980, coordinator of Staff Development and professor of mathematics
at Manatee Junior College in Bradenton, Fl., is one of the 66 top women in
management, chosen from a field of
400 applicants nationwide, to participate in a leadership training pro.gram, "Leadership for the 80's." The
program funded through a $60,000
grant from the Fund for Improvement of Postsecondary Education,
will assist community college women
in learning the skills they will need to
assume major decision-making positions during this decade. Participants
were .chosen for their interest in advancement in community college administration and the quality of their
proposed project to develop new
skills as well as benefiting their home
institutions.
.
In an article in the Charleston,
Mississippi Sun Sentinel, it was announced that Cecil L. Allison,
Ed.D., 1975, has been appointed Personnel Director for the Duval County
School System in Jacksonville,
Florida. The Duval County ' School
System is the third largest in Florida,
and one of the twenty largest in ,the
nation, with an enrollment of 104,000
students. It is also the largest accredited school system in the nation,
having received its accreditation
from the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools.
Ted Redmond. M.S., 1981, who is security investigator in Winter Haven,
Florida, recently completed a training course at the Keeler Polygraph
Institute in Chicago, Illinois.

District Services at Metropolitan
Community Colleges, a four-campus
district that includes Pioneer. Dr.
Randall became affiliated with the
district in 1976, when she was appointed Dean of Instructional Systems at Pioneer Community College.
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-Dear Graduate:

tr.~.

We are pleased to report that the
Alumni Association is taking giant
. steps forward in terms of chapter
structure and program direction.
Law Center graduates join participants at Public Policy seminar in
More and more of our graduates
Washington, D.C. for an evening of commraderie with other alumni at
are
recognizing the value of assothe Georgetown Hotel. From left. Dr. Abraham Fischler, President of
ciating
with alumni from other proNova University, Robert G. Rothstein. John H. Denick. Robin Williams
grams,
and chapters are becoming
and William C. Redden.
Nova oriented rather than program
oriented. We believe that this change
women assUme major policy-making
,the Pentagon, Dr. Lambert will serve
will create a much stronger, more dypositions during the coming decade.
as Deputy Director of the Civiliannamic organization and we are deDr. Everest lives in Wallingford,
'Military Contingency Hospital Syslighted to see it evolve.
Connecticut.
tem, which is a nation-wide program
designed to utilize civilian hospitals
The Alumni Tax Seminar in
Norman J. Landry, Ed.D., 1979, has
during a national emergency.
Chicago was a great success. The
been appointed to the position of
Alumni "Public Policy" Seminar in
Dean of Student Services at NorthBobby Ray Johnson. B.S., 1981, a
Washington, D.C. was superb and
ern Essex Community College in
State Trooper with the Florida Highmet all the criteria for continuing,
Haverhall, Md., it was announced by
way Patrol, received his degree from
quality education.
President John R. Dimitry. A memNova University in Criminal Justice.
ber and past president of the MACC
Mr. Johnson was nominated for
On the sOcial scene, there will be
(Massachusetts Administrators of
Police Officer of the Year in 1976 and
two events to look forward,to. First,
Community Colleges), Dr. Landry
1977. The nomination was in recognithere will be the Commencement Din- '
served as Chairman of the Mathetion of his efforts in the arrest and
ner Dance at Pier 66 in Fort Laudermatics Department, Coordinator of
conviction of the Piazza Gang, whose
dale on Saturday, July 25, 1981
Student Activities, as well as the col26 members were involved in narwhen, in addition to celebrating with
lege's first Director of Continuing
cotics, 'weapons smuggling, and
the 1981 graduates, we shall honor
Education.
the anniversary classes of 1971 (10th
murder, from Florida and New York
to Los Angeles.
y~ar) and 1976 (5th year) graduates.
F. Joseph Thomas; DPA, '80, is the
proud parent of Cathleen Marian, ' Second, there will be the Third Nova
University Alumni/Community Dinwho graduated from the United
ner Dance in February, 1982.
States Naval Acadaemy at Annapolis
I look forward to seeing you at
Anita M. Fine, M.P.A., 1980, has
on May 27. Dr. Thomas will have the
these and other events in the near
honor of administering her Oath of
been appointed to the newly created
Office. Thomas shares the distinction ' future.
position of Director of Nurses at the
Sincerely,
Rhode Island Institute of Mental
with the Superintendent of the
Academy of being the first two familHealth in Cranston, Rhode Island.
She was Director of Nursing at Cories to have a son/daughter/father who
are all Naval Academy graduates ...
rigan Mental Health Center in Fall
River, Massachusetts.
or, for that matter, graduates of any
of the service academies. Ensign
George Cicchetti, Ed.D .• 1979, gave
Thomas has been assigned to USS
a talk entitled, "Positive Discipline
L.Y. SPEAR (AS-36), a submarine Chapter Activities
with Children," at the Bunker Hill
based on Norfolk; her brother, Lieu- (Continued from Page 9)
School in Waterbury, Connecticutt.
tenant Richard Joseph, Medical
Dr. Cicchetti serves as consulting
Corps.,
US Navy, is presently the
school psychologist tor this area, and
ship's doctor aboard USS GUAM
has conducted many workshops ,and
(LPH-9), also operating from Norseminars for parents on the subject of
Nova University Alumni Associafolk.
behavior management techniques.
tion of Northern California held a
successful meeting on May 2. One of
M. Inez Everest, Ed.D., 1975, is one
Lieutenant Comlilandex William J.
the highlights of the evening was the
of 66 top women in management
Lambert. Jr., D.P.A., 1979, of the chosen from more than 400 appliQueen Randall. Ed.D., 1976, Presi- presentation of their National AlumMedical Service Corps, United States cants nationwide to participate in a
dent of Pioneer Community College ni Association Charter Membership
Navy, was recently awarded the leadership training program financed
in Missouri since 1978, has been Certificate by Dr. Frances C.
Navy Commendation Medal by the through a $60,000 grant from the
named assistant to the Chancellor for Henderson.
Secretary of the Navy upon his Fund for Improvement of Postsecontransfer from the Office of the Chief dary Education. The program,
People ...
of Naval Operations to the Office of "Leadership for the 80's", is detended a meeting of SCOR Working
(Continued from Poge 4)
the Assistant Secretary of Defense in signed to assist community college
Group 47 in Venice, Italy, April
Health Affairs. In his new position at
27-30. Dr. McCreary served-as ConDr. Julian McCreary, Director of
venor, and Ms. Witte was Coordinathe Oceanographic Center, and Ms_
tor for the international conference.
Jan Witte, Research Associate, atSeventy scientists were in attendance, representing the U.S., tpe
Soviet Union, England, France,
Italy, East Germany, West Germany,
Ivory Coast, Canada, Mexico, Peru,
TYPING SERVICE - Pick up and
and
Australia.
deliver. 587-4993.
On April 15, Dr. Leo J . Reyna.
SAVE GAS with Cow Mags.
Prof. of Psychology, was the invited
587-4993.
colloquium speaker at The University
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - Reof California Graduate School of
ports, Briefs, Manuscripts on electric
Social Welfare in Berkeley. Dr. /
IBM Correcting Selectric II. Highly
Reyna spoke to the doctoral faculty
experienced. Fast Service. Perfect
and students on "Ethics and TechniWork. 472-5644.
ques of Goal-Setting in Therapy."
Marianna S. Smith, Associate
ROOMMATE FINERS. INC. Cut
your expenses in half. Find your comDean, Law Center, coordinated for
patable roommate. South Florida's
Nova University's Center for the
largest and "fastest. For information,
Study of Law, the Florida Bar 1981
call Broward (Mon. thru _ Sat.)
Academic Conclave held at the Law
563-6667; Dade (Mon.-Sat.) 448-5299.
Center May 8. On June 14 Dean
Smith was feted by her associates
MOTHER'S HELPER NEEDED with a farewell get together before
In Sunrise - 3 days per week - 2
her departure for American UniNova'University Ed.D. graduates. from left to right, Robert M. Harper,
children ages 2'12 and 4 mo's. - Need
versity
in Washington, D.C. where
Frances Sayre Beasley, John E . Duvall. Marilyn T. Brown and Ralph
own transportation. Call 792-7757,
will
be Assoc. Dean of the Law
she
Briscoe. Jr. enjoyed their .reunion May 26 at the Alumni Reception that
Dr. Richard A. Hodes.
School.
kicked off the Brookings,sem,inar.:
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